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LEGAL MANUFACTURING, LLC TO RELEASE NIB BATTLEWORN® MOD 2
GLOCK® 21 AT 2017 NRA ANNUAL MEETING IN ATLANTA
Atlanta, GA, April 27, 2017 ‐ Legal Manufacturing, LLC, an industry leader in nickel boron plating is
releasing their latest offering, the NIB BATTLEWORN® Mod 2 Glock® 21 at the 2017 NRA Annual Meeting
and Exhibits (NRAAM). The NIB BATTLEWORN® Mod 2 Glock® 21 is a factory Glock® modified to enhance
the functionality, balance, and assist with weapon manipulation. Legal Manufacturing has added front
serrations and weight reducing side and top slide cuts, removed finger grooves, reduced the pistol grip,
undercut the trigger guard, stippled texture on the lower grip frame, installed an NIB BATTLEWORN®
plated SSVi Tyr trigger which is designed to be the next evolution in an EDC/duty trigger and Glock®
factory night sights. The factory Glock® 21 slide is plated in Legal Manufacturing’s patent pending NIB
BATTLEWORN® nickel boron. The factory Glock® 21 barrel and optional SilencerCo threaded barrel and
cap are plated in a matte variant of Legal Manufacturing, LLC’s proprietary NIB ONE® nickel boron. Legal
Manufacturing’s nickel boron plated surfaces reduce the operating friction of the firearm due to the low
static coefficient of friction without the need for lubrication. The NIB BATTLEWORN® MOD 2 Glock® 21 is
a performance firearm that does not sacrifice Glock® factory reliability.
For 2017 NRAAM, the American Suppressor Association (ASA) has teamed with its sponsors to raise
money for ASA by auctioning off five suppressed custom Legal Manufacturing NIB BATTLEWORN® Mod 2
Glock® 21 packages. All five packages are identical, with one notable exception: they each include a
suppressor from a different manufacturer: Silencerco Omega45K, Gemtech Lunar 45, Sig Sauer SRD45,
Yankee Hill Machine Sidewinder 45 and Rugged Suppressors Obsidian. All proceeds of the auction will
go directly towards the ASA’s fight to pass pro‐suppressor reform on both the State and Federal Levels.
Legal Manufacturing, LLC is a producer of NIB BATTLEWORN® plating, a low‐observable, patent‐pending
nickel‐boron plating treatment that offers superior scratch and wear characteristics while
simultaneously reducing friction to aluminum, steel, and titanium firearm surfaces. NIB BATTLEWORN®

creates a smooth and uniform plating barrier, increases the surface hardness of the plated part to over
70 Rockwell hardness, and produces a surface that is superior to competing plating systems.
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